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The Civil Code of 1960 in general recognizes the validity of coatracts regardless
of whether they ar, cocluded orally or in writing.2 Similarly, modifications of a
contract ordinarily need not be in writing to be valid. Nevertheless, in some cases
the Civil Code requires that a contract be made. or modified in writing in order for
the contract or the modification to be valid. The general rule and the exceptions to
it are gives ia Articles 1719-27 of the Code.

In Bayeusa Jammo v. Ass/a Wolde Giorgis, published in the preceding issue
of the Journal of Ethiopian Law,? the Supreme Imperial Court has construed Arcile
1722, which deals with the formal requirements for the modification of contracts.
The import of this decision is not completely clear, but we wish to discuss briefly
Articles 1719-27, and incidentally the Court's decision in Bayessa Janmo.

We shall first set forth the law's formal requirements for the conclusion of
contracs in terms of four types of contractual situations. Then we will discuss the
formal requirments for the modification of contracts in terms of these same four
type-cases. We shall consider Bayesa Jamnmo ia light of this general discussion.

A. Formal Reqg for the Coudsim oF Contracts.

Article 1719(1) provides that "Unless otherwise provided, no special form shall
be required and a contract shall be valid where the parties agree." The remainder
of Articles 1719-27 are concerned with the exceptional cases in which the law
requires a special form4 or enforces a preliminary "stipulation" by the parties
establishing, a special form.'

Let us now consider those provisions in terms of four illustrative type-cases.

* Facalty of Law, Hae SlUls I Uhveruty.
1 The author i5 idebted to Ato Hailu Makone, wnior tdet icn t Faflty of Law,

WaEl Sell[ae I University, for tn help wh te probl of Ambac terminoloy
discumsid bow.

2 Civ C., Art 1719(1).
3 (Sup. Imp. Ct 1965), 1. EFh L. vol. 3. p, 40-
4 Cfv C, Art& 1719(2), 1720(1), 1723-25, and 1727.
S Cv. C., Arcs. 1719(3) ard 1726.
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1. A and B conclude a contri-t of insurance. For the validity of this contract,.
Aracles 1719(3), 1725(b) and 1727(2) require a written intrument signed by the
parties and attested by two witnessesfi

2. A and B enter into an oral contract for the sale of A's horse to B, This
is clearly a valid oral contract under the principle expressed in Article 1719(1)
that generally parties are free to contract in any form whatsoever. The law does not
"require" the oral form here in any sense

3. A and B enter into a written contract for the sale of A's horse to B, This
is clearly a valid written contract. The law does not require a special form for the
sale of a borse, so the parties are free to conclude the contract orally or in writing.
The law does not require the use of the written form for this contract any more
than it requires the use of the oral form in the second type-case.

4. A and B are involved in complicated negotiations concerning the establish-
ment of a business enterprise. They enter into a preliminary agreement that their
contract will not be complete until it is incorporated in a written contract This
is clearly a situation in which Articles 1719(3) and 1726 provide that their pre-
liminary agreement shail preclude a valid final oral contract. Their final contract
must be in writing.

B. Formal Requireent for the Modificato of Contracts.

The Supreme Court in Bayessa Jammo v. Assefa WoWd Giorgis dealt with
the question of whether a special form is required for the modificatioa of a
written contract. We shall consider this problem by examining first the language
of Article 1722 and then the meaning of this article in terms of the type-cases set
forth above.
French: "Les modifications au contrat originaire doivent WIre faites dans la forme

prescrite pour cM contraL"

English: "A contract made in a special form shall be varied in the san form."
Anmharic: ' qgli wA txflw(&A CM t-l0' z Alt- s waA A ' z 1 *sg

(Ccr), auwI* ..- hA1f+ =
Our ateMion must center on the phrase fnme presite in the French vAion
and its Amharic and Eaglib counterparts. f 4pylgq1 t zi, x (betedeneegaw¢
atsaus) and "speeiai form." The question to be answered is- In what cases does
the law require a particular form the modification of a contract? The awwer is:
In the cares where there is a forme prewite or fl J gjaqp z hqj i; r(beedenegegaw
atsaaf) for the conclusion of the main contract. We must therefore determine the
import of these phrases.

Ote8 0 5  in which a spedal form is required for the corchiion of a valid covtract
are: 0ontts r-e ting, extinguishing, or transferring certain rights in immovabics (Art-
1723). contacb binding the Government or a public administration (Art 1724), and
ooqn s of guarante (Art 1725(a)). The form required is not always the samr, since
rcgistration of the contract with a paTdcular body is required in sae casts and not
oftesrs This requirwaca of recistration will affwt the validity of the contract unles
it is inwpreted to be a "measure of pnblltimd" (See Civ. C., Art 1720(S).

It is important to note that in all cases where the law requires that a omct be in
writing. Article 1727(2) requires, in addilion, that the contrat bc attested by two witnesss
It is ckarly desirable that indMdual articles requiing the writtem form be techmically
amended to ref' lt this additional rcquirement of Arde 1727(2) and thus avoid oouuon
on the pLM of the vamma Qcde reader.
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The English version of the Code renders this phrase "special forn," but this
is ciealY a bad translation and does not carry the same meaning as the French
and Amharic phrases used. A betuer English transation from the French would be
-A contract imay be varied only in the form required (or prcibed) for the original
contract." The divergence oe the English from the Amharic version is ,probably even
greater than from the French. The word Il% +Jtllw i, : (beiedenegega) is the verbal,
form of the noun lIq,; (denegag). which means "decree.'7 Thus, a reasonable
English translation of the Ambaric version might be: Coatacts made in a legally
reqrrffiCd (Wr decreed) $-nm shall be modified in the same form. In the rest of our
discussion we shall use the French phrase forne prefite.3

Let us now rum to the question of the applicability of Article 1722 to the four
types of situations outlined above and thus tO the situation that confxonted the
Court in Bavssa Jamnmo. In which of the four type-cases is there a fonne prescrite?
Clearly there is a fornne prescrie in the first type-case. that of the iisurance
contract, since the law imperatively requires the written form. Equally clearly in
the second case, that of the oral contract to sell a horse, there is no prescribed
form. In no sense can one say that the oral form is required.

The third type-case, -that of the written contract to sell a horse, should be no
more difficult than the second, but it seems to give rise to confusion. The law in no
sense requires the use of a written form for the conclusion of such a coptract. There
is no legal provision saying that sales of horses, movables, must be writing. Neither
-do Articles 1719(3) and 1726 apply to this case. since the parties did not stipulate
or agree that their contxact must be in a special form. They simply put it in writing.
In interpreting Article 1722, it would make as much sme to say that a contract
made orally may only be modified orally as to say that a contract made in writing
may only be modifed in writing. In the absence of a preliminary agreement con-
cerning the form of the agreement one cannot say that 'the law requires, in any
sense, the use of a parotksn form for the conclusion of sudh a cmtract Thus,
Article 1722 does not require the use of a particular form for the modification of
such a contract.

This third type-case seems to represent the type of the situation the Court was
dealing with in Bayessa Jaramo. The apparent issue in the case was whether it is
possible to have a valid oral modification of a written contract of work and labour
relating to immovables. No particular form is required by the law for the conclusion
of such a contractft The Court does not state that the contract was put in writing
because of a preliminary agreement to do so It was merely put in writing, There-
fore. unless there are crucial omissions in the Court's statement of facts, there
seems to be no basis for saying that the law required the modification of the con-
tract to be in writing. The Court stated, however, that "if the principal contract
is in writing, it must be modified in writing" and decided that evidence of oral
modification was not admissible.

Let us now go on to the fourth type-case, the only situation in which there can
be arny doubt as to the meaning of Article 1722; and even this case doe not seem
very doubtful to this writer.

7 see Rev- Con.. Art. 64 (Aniharic vcNson)
8 The Amharic version of 1he Cedo should ordinanly be the eomtroting one, since Amharic

is the official lanShxan of Ethiop (Rev. Co., Art- 125) and is the version used in the
court Tr French version may be of use in some cases, since it is the lwnguaW of the
avanr projel. The English version is clearly without eathority when in conflict with both
-the Amharic and French verosn.

9 See Civ. C_ Arts 1719(1) and 3020(1).
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A and B, negotiating the establishment of a business, agree that their contract
winl not be validly concluded until it is embodied in a signed written document
In the absence of such a preliminary agreement. the law does not require any sp6cial
fo-m for this kind of a contract, but Articles 1719c3) and 1726 state explicitly
that the preliminary agreement of the parties shall be enforced by treating any later
oral contract as invalid. Thus, in one sense the law requires no special form, but
in another sense it does by requiring the form agreed to by the parties. Should
Article 1722 when it refers -o "forme prescrfte- be interpreted to include a form
agreed upon by the parties in preliminary negotiations 'and enforced by the law,
or to include only those cases where the law itself prescribes a particular lbrm?

Clearly, the language of Article 1722 does not contain the answer to this
question, and if the Court in Bayessa Jammo was dealing with this kind of a
situation it has -taken an arguably correct position. This writer prefers the narrower
interpretation, however.

A narrow interpretation of Article 1722, to include only the first type-case
above, seems preferable for the following reason. In the first type-case. that of
the contract of insurance, the same policies that lead the legislature to insist that
the original contract be in writing (fear of undue influence, de&ire fbr great certainty
concevrning the parties' respective obligations) require that any modifications to
the original contract comply with the same form. In the fourth type-case, on the
other hand, the law has no policy reason of its own for forcing the parties to
conclude the original contract or any modifications to it in a particular form;
-the function of Articles 1719(3) and 1726 is sinply to enforce the will of the
parties. Thust the imposition in tiis kind of case dit a special form for modifications
is only j nstified if one can reasonably infer that the parties themselves intended
by their preliminary agreement to restrict their own freedom not only with respect
to the form for their original contract but also with respect to the form for any
modification.

In order to decide what inferenes regarding the parties' intention one can
remasonably draw from a preliminary agreement that a contract must be concluded
in a particular form, we must envision the situation in which the parties make
such a preliminary agreement. It will ordinarily be a situation where there are
complicated negotiations or planning discussions involving the exchange of
documents that might be taken to indicate the existence of a contractual relation-
ship. The parties want to be sure that their correspondence and these preliminary
negotiations will not be misinterpreted as evidence of an already existing contract;
they guarantee this by a preliminary agreement that no contract will be concluded
except in writing.

Should such a preliminary agreement be held to preclude oral modifications
of the contract? It is hard to see why it ordinarily should. The parties may, of
course, always provide in their cntract -hat modifications must be made in a
particular form, or a court might legitimately decide in a particular case that suc
an intention is to be inerred from particular surrounding facts. However, in the
absence of peculiar circumstances justifying such an interpretation. ordinarily
there is no reason to think that a preliminary agreement on the form for conclusion
of the principal contract would be intended also to require the same form for
modification, The ftmtion of the preliminary agreement is to make perfectly clear
the time at which the principal contract was concluded and the contents of the
principal contract. The parties wish to avoid confusion that is particularly likely
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to result from protracted precontractual negotiations. Once the negotiations art
finished and thc principal contract concluded. the function of the preliminary
agreement is fulfilled and the need for it is over.

Naturally, testimony concerning, oral modifications of written contracts may
be viewed with circumspetction, but there is no valid reason to exclude the evidence
completely and to say -that even if there was a cIearly-proved oral agreement of
modification it is ineffective because of Article 1722.

Conclusion

-It is important to note that these Code articles are complex. It is also importan
to repat that it is possible that Bayesra Jammv A.ssrfa Wode Giorigs dealt
with a situation like the fourth type-case rather Than the third, in which case the
decision would be arguably correct in this writer's view. It remains true, however,
that the judgment of the Court indicates that this is a case similar to the third
typq-case above, in which case, in this writer's opinio, the Court's decision is
clearly incorrect.




